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Player Guidelines
1 Scoring System: This is a points-based tourna-

ment. Advancement from one round to the next is
determined by the team that has the most points.

2 Earning Points: Points are earned by overcoming
obstacles, solving problems, defeating opponents
(not necessarily by slaying them), advancing
through the dungeon, and uncovering the mysteries
of the Crypt of the Devil-Lich.

3 Losing Points: Points are lost by being killed,
unleashing traps or dangers that could have been
avoided, and using resources (specifically, charges
on magic items). The penalty for using magic items
is small, but the scoring system still awards effi-
ciency in solving the Crypt.

4 Individual Scoring: There is no scoring for individ-
uals. Instead, at the end of each round, the players
and the GM vote for the best player based on sev-
eral factors such as tactics, rules knowledge, and
role-playing. The individual scores for all three
rounds are added together to generate an overall
best player. Obviously, the more rounds your team
plays, the better chance a player has to accumulate
a high score.

5 Time is of the Essence: The Crypt is a dangerous,
challenging place. Each room is a mystery unto
itself. It is unlikely that any tournament group will
complete all of level one before the four-hour time

limit is up. The same goes for levels two and three.
Therefore, time is of the essence. The more you
explore before the time limit expires, the more
points you have the opportunity to score, and the
greater your chances of advancement. Groups that
advance to the next round automatically start at the
beginning of the next level of the Crypt.

6 Games that Start Late: A game that starts late
because of a late or missing player is allowed a 15-
minute grace period. After that 15 minutes, each
minute lost is counted against the four-hour time
limit. For example, a game is scheduled to start at
12:00. A player is late so it starts at 12:05. The
game can go to 4:05 with no penalty. If the late play-
er had instead showed up at 12:25, however, the
game’s four hour time limit would be considered
expired at 4:15 (four hours past the expiration of the
grace period at 12:15), so the players effectively
lose 10 minutes of exploration time.

7 Starting Without a Player: After 10 minutes of
waiting for a missing player, a DM may declare him
a no-show and start the game without him. That
character is then controlled by another player.

8 Learn Your Character: Full stats for all tournament
characters are in this packet. Learn your character
before the con! This is the best way to start the
game quickly.

9 Returning from the Dead: During tournament
play, any PC slain during a particular round is raised
at the end (using the cleric’s staff of life), so that PC
can partake in the next round. PCs raised from the
dead are treated as having one negative level for
the duration of the adventure. (Actually reconstruct-
ing the PC to reflect one lost level will take too much
time.) Obviously, there is a points penalty for dying.

“See, Ed, I told you
we would have done
better in that dungeon
if we had read the
rules ahead of time!”

“Shut up, Bob.”
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Legend tells of the horrible drow sorceress Chalychia. Born of a drow father and a demon mother, she rose to
become one of the greatest drow conquerers ever known. She recovered a powerful artifact called the
Shadowstone, and used its abilities to cast a five mile radius of the surface world into constant twilight, centered
on the elven city of Arovarel. With allied orc armies attacking from the mountains, and drow armies swarming up
from beneath, the elven city fell in a single day. At the head of this horrible army was Chalychia.

But Chalychia’s rule lasted only one year. A band of powerful heroes led by the paladin Valinus penetrated her lair
and destroyed the Shadowstone. Meanwhile, the rallied forces of humans, dwarves, and elves stormed the ruins
of Arovarel and routed the drow. The heroes used a powerful sword to defeat Chalychia, but it was sundered in
the battle. The heroes finally imprisoned Chalychia in an instant fortress in the bowels of her lair. The sundered
sword was buried in her lair, the lair was sealed, and a monastery was erected near the site. The Monks of the
Dawning Sun were charged with guarding the sundered sword and the lair, and were to be the lore masters of the
history of Chalychia.

Now descendants of Arovarel have called for your aid. They have seen many disturbing omens recently. According
to the stars, the Devil-Lich is close to breaking out of her prison and unleashing her wrath on the surface world
once again. You have been sent to the Monastery of the Dawning Sun to gather more information on the Devil-
Lich and confirm the prophecy.

But when you arrived at the monastery, you discovered that all the monks were brutally slain. Scrawled on the walls
in blood were several prophetic verses claiming Chalychia’s return is soon. In the monastery’s library, you found
several tomes open to similar passages, all describing the powerful sword called True Death. This was the sword
used by the paladin Valinus to slay Chalychia, and according to the legends, its sundered remains were buried in
the Devil-Lich’s crypt. It appears that someone else has been researching True Death.

After finding a blood-stained map showing the way to the original site of the Devil-Lich’s crypt, you set off to find
answers. Leaving the horror of the slaughter at the monastery behind, your band carefully picks its way down a
treacherous mountain path. After almost two hours of this tedious journey, you arrive at a cave entrance. The cave
mouth is surrounded by stalactites and stalagmites that appear to have been chiseled into angular teeth.

Somewhere beyond this maw-like cave entrance is the Crypt of the Devil-Lich!

Now review players handout A. This is a page torn from a book in the monastery, showing the shards of True
Death.
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Look for Dungeon Crawl Classics #13: Crypt of the Devil Lich in stores in November!
Plus other new releases over the coming months, like DCC #10: The Sunless Garden
and DCC #11: The Dragonfiend Pact!


